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Mounted Forage Harvester LHII 

With the mounted forage harvester LHII   
Lacotec offers a forage harvester for 
mounting at a standard tractor with re-
verse drive mechanism, a system tractor 
or bearing vehicle. 
 
The LHII impressis 
with its uniquely robust and innovative 
construction at a flexible use in various 
harvest work with an intuitive user inter-
face and a comfortable joystick control.  
 
Upon request the harvester can be 
connected easily with the ISO BUS - cap-
able driving machine and the operating 
elements can be  controlled with the dri-
ve lever of the tractor. 
 
The Lacotec Mounted Forage Harvester 
can be equipped both with 4- or 6- rowed 
maize header, with a grass Pick Up or 
different harvest headers such as a cop-
picker for harvesting LKS. 
 
The solid frame and the large-sized im-
pellents allow a drive power of up to 550 
HP.  
 
For the feedrole and the header the hyd-
raulic impellents provide a virtually 
maintenance -free operation and impres-
ses with continuous cutting length ad-
justment and gentle switching ON/OFF 
or reversing. 

Equipped with a reversal fan, metal detector, central lubrication system and the Sharkcut-Disc-Cracker, the       
LACOTEC LHII forage harvester persuades with the gens of a modern self-propelled forage harvester. 
 
The LHII is a guarantor for an optimum crop processing and unbeatable in the economic use by increasing the 
operating times of the existing large tractor . 
 
Reliable and high-quality components ensure unconditional and continuous use under the toughest field conditi-
ons.  
 



   

Closed paddles provide material entrapment. 
 
The wear plates are coated with BUSADUR. 
 
Wear plates that reach the flap, increase the 
availability and minimize the costs. 

Chopping wheel X 10 for the use in grass or the 
harvest of field wood for example  
Rosa Canina or Miscanthus. 

Chopping wheel X 14 implemented with 14 grooved 
and very smoothly Thinline-Knives.  
 
This combination is used for harvesting corn,  
corn cob mix and the whole plant silage. 



 

Mounted Forage Harvester LHII 

To ensure a perfect crushing of every grain, the new Disc-Cracker with the 
established Sharkcut Crackerdiscs in the LHII is used. 
With a diameter of 220mm an extremely high ejection performance is 
reached, which allows across-chopping without a postaccelerator. 

The specific, coated with tungsten carbide Thinline-Chopping kni-
ves and the Disc-Cracker purify every forage clean and homogene-
ously, whether short cutting lengths of 4mm or large chopping 
lengths of up to 18mm. 



The serial Disc-Cracker consists of two shafts, which are equip-
ped with 11 single disc segments. 
For a perfect corn crushing and an unbeatable ejection perfor-
mance, the discs have a diameter of 220mm with straight limbs 
and a novel tooth shape. 

Enlargement of the gap by Sharkcut-Discs around 330% over stan-
dard roller crackers!  

The Sharkcut-Disc is the result of 
many years of experience and 
countless tests , researches and 
developments.  
 
From these parameters,  
LACOTEC has developed a disc 
which impresses with high dura-
bility, efficiency and precision.  

The large double row roller bearings are protected by an ingenious labyrith seal against the incidence of ve-
getable saps. The automatic centralized lubrication system continiously provides an adequate  feeding of the 
lubrication quantity. 
Adjusting the gap easily, securely and accurately over two turnbuckles (on request—automatical)          
Conversion time maize — grass in less than 1 hour! 



 

 Mounted Forage Harvester LHII 

Serially the LHII is delivered with a 7“ Display and a control lever whereof 
the whole machine is controlled and monitored. 
All operating functions of the chopper are executed comfortably on the one 
hand joystick. With the display different settings are conducted, for examp-
le the cutting length adjustment, the automatic grinding device or the shear 
bar shift. 

By the ISO BUS-connection to an ISO BUS-capable tractor, the 
standard joystick control isomitted. 
Here all functions are handled with the control lever of the main 
engine.  
The free assignment of keys allows individual handling.   



- Up to 500 PS input power 
- 220mm Disc-Cracker 
- Large sized chopping wheel 
- High ejection performance without                   
accelerator 
- Corn feedrole with 4 or 6 rows 
- Pick Up 3 m 
- Massive central carrier frame 
- 560mm header amplitude 

Facts and figures: 

- With up to 60km/h from field to field  
- Metal sensor und lubrication system 
- Automatic grinding device 
- Automatic shear bar adjustment 
- Low fuel consumption 
- Intuitive handling 
- Best forage quality 
- Low maintenance, good accessibility  
- 5,5 m discharge height 

Driving elements for Cracker 
and   pump transfer gear-box with 
low maintenance power belts. 

Large sized, hardened and groun-
ded gear wheels for maximum 
power transfer. Internal override 
cluttch for the chopping wheel. 



 

Mounted Forage Harvester LHII 
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World wide operation 



 
   Graseinsatz Maiseinsatz 

Working speed 
Depending on the header  

Up to 18 km/h Up to 12 km/h 

Penetration width 560 mm 
Chaff knife 5-10 14-7 

   

Cutting length adjustment stepless stepless 

Electrically adjustable through 
control element in the tractor 

    

Chaff length From 8 – 36 mm From 4– 18 mm 

Cernel crushing Mastercracker 250 System for series lines 

Working width 
Secondary crushing 

440 mm 
Actual cracker gap 1.150 mm 

Operation Two rollers, moving in opposite directions,  
with convex and concave 40 mm wide tools (250mm diameter) 

(can be replaced individually) 
Metal detector Serial 

Central lubrication system Serial 

Automatic grinding device Serial 

                                                                                  Operations can be controlled through a 
                                                                                 multifunctional level in series production 
Can Bus System For all control functions and operations 

  RPM monitor for Cracker 

  Automatic RPM adjustment of the header devices 

  Automatic control of the central lubrication (time control) 

  Grass feed Maize feed 

LACOTEC Pick Up     

Width of engagement 2,75m   

Maize headers   4 / 6 Reihen 

Mass and weights     

Base machine 2.900 kg 

Width 2.600 mm 

Length (without header) 1.150 mm 

Height performance 5.700 mm 

Height transport position 3.950 mm 

Power consumption from 150 Kw 

PTO shaft speed 1000 U/min 



 

Sharkcut Cracker 
With the Sharkcut Cracker Lacotec offers an entire cracker for all kind of 
Claas self-propelled forage harvester  of the 800 und 900 series. 
 
The Sharkcut-Discs with a diameter of 220mm have room in a housing that is 
specially edited to the needs of the disc system. 
 
Massive bearings and a novel and innovative sealing system provide high 
working life and guaranty for the bearing. 

220 mm diameter of the discs ensue a gap of more than 330 % 
compared to the crackers-roles.  
 
The cracker discs are manufactured high precise of a special steel 
and guarantee smooth running, long operating life and an unrival-
led material preparation. 
 
The system with wear plates and individually exchangeable cra-
cker discs minimizes maintenance costs. 



Impressive details: 

Large, double row cylindrical roller bea-
ring with integrated labyrinth seal 

Easy connection to the central lubrica-
tion system 

Homogenous feed preparation 
even at maximum chaff lengths 

Durable, hardened and forged V-pullies Novel sealed housing against the in-
cidence of vegetable saps  

Simple and secure gap setting 

Strong tension spring packets reveal 
high safety against foreign particles 

Optimally shaped adaptor and stripper 
for a perfect crop flow 

Equal rotation speed of both rolls for a 
low power requirement 



 

Cracker System C3000 
The approved Cracker System  for mounting positioning on the Kemper 
Mounted Forage Harvester  C3000 (front oder rear), LACOTEC offers in-
stantly even with the new Sharkcut Cracker Discs. 
 
With a working width from 400mm and maintenance-free drive, the system 
convinces by an energy-saving use with perfect crushed corns in the oppo-
site to traditional friction floor o.s. 

The whole cracker housing is adjusted with precise welding templates to 
the  harvester box. 
 
High rotation speeds and small differences in the rotational speed in den 
cracker roles ensure a smooth crushing process and high ejection perfor-
mances without accelerator. 
 
In case of large chopping lengths the Cracker able to demonstrate the 
wealth of its quality. 
 
KTL– and powder-coated components are extremely resistant against vege-
table saps. 
 
The reconstruction from maize to grass is made within 15 minutes. 



Spring-loaded power belt drives 
ensure a secure and low mainte-
nance use. 

The disc cracker guarantees a per-
fect corn crushing, even for large 
chopping lengths without gap 
floors which undermine the per-
formance or tooth cleats. 

Wear plates in the runner allow a 
durable use with low wear costs. 

Cleaning flaps and a very good 
accessibility offer a fast re-use in 
case of clogging o.s. 

Hydraulical tower operation and 
Ethe enhancement of the dischar-
ge height up to 5,3m ensure a 
comfortable use when large off-
bearing carriage and clean stream 
for across chopping. 



 

Discmills MC 
LACOTEC Discmills MC 202 and 204 as of now, come up with the approved 
and advanced Sharkcut-Crackerdiscs. 
 
Novel tooth system forms and high-precision manufactured discs allow an 
operation in any number of conditions with flexibly adjustable grinding 
steps. 
 
The modular structure of the disc mills allows a packaging of each machi-
ne, which can be adapted to almost any business organisations. 

Each mill can be equipped flexibly with electric drive, PTO,  
three-point linkage, mobile or stationary.  
With diverse top funnels, additional chutes and auger funnels  
at the top; overload auger, conveyor or a hose-press below,  
each machine can be adapted to specific customer needs.  



T50V Disc small 
 
For the finest grinding of all materials 
associated with coarse discs.  
 
With smallest friction gab a powder-like 
grinding result is achieved. 
 
Best suited for deficit types with small 
grains. 

T35V Disc medium 
 
The Allround-tooth-system for a   
medium to coarse grinding. 
 
Good flow rates in conjunction with 
coarse discs as a shredder for fine 
discs. 

T24V Disc large 
 
The large tooth system is ideal forshred-
ding and crushing. 
 
This yields in high flow rates with a low 
power requirement. 
 
Ideal range of application for shredding 
maize kernels and LKS. 

All discs are characterized by: 
 
 very insensitive to external bodies 
 No heating of the grist 
 Trouble-free operation even with 

moistly grain  
 Individually replaceable in case of 

damage  
 Very durable 
 High flow rates per hour at low 

power consumption  



 

Discmills MC 

Drag-out auger with a loa-
ding height of up to 4.5 m  
 
Hydraulically driven  
 
Foldable via internal control 
box 
 
On request with foldable 
transfer belt 

Funnel tube with a volume of up 
to 15m³  
 
With or without feed screw,  
additional slides or attachments. 

Driven by PTO or electric motor  
 
Very robust power belt impellent 
 
Low maintenance due to a spring-
loaded tensioner  



 On demand all lubrication points 
are lubricated via central lubrica-
tion system 

 
 Wiper elements ensure that no 

corn can pass through the discs 
without prejudice 

 
 Dose covers precisely regulate 

the amount  
 
 Stationary attachments with   

height adjustable brackets 
 
 The hitch occurs in driving di-

rection per chassis or the three-
point linkage 

 KAT 3   
 
 Various cleaning covers provide 

quick access when it is clogged. 
 
 Dustfeeder seal off the feed 
 
 Controlled soft start with electric 

drive 
  
 Amperemeter permit an opti-

mum control of the motor effi-
ciency 

 
 Magnetic strips in the hopper 

are holding metal parts away  
 
 Chassis braked by compressed 

air 
 
 Hydraulically powered and ad-

justable drag-out augers 



 

Raptor 450 

The System-carrier-vehicle by LACOTEC, the RAPTOR 450. 
 With continuous, power split gear (2 automatically switching driving mo-

des) 
 Permanent all-wheel drive with a locking centre differential  
 Achsdifferentiale vorne und hinten sperrbar 
 Axle differentials lockable at front and rear 
 Speed range forward/reverse 0,05– max.40 Km/h maximum speed 
 1000 U/min PTO shaft speed 
 Hitch regulation with EHR 
 Maximum lifting power 11000 t 
 Up to 6 additional control units 
 Up to 2 hydraulic performance circles 300/400 bar 200L/min 
 Caterpillar C13 motor — Max. performance (Kw/HP) (ECE R24) 328/446 
 6 cylinder rows-turbo motor, a water-cooled cylinder - drill Hub (mm) 

130x157 
 Cylinder capacity cm³ 12.500 
 Nominal speed 2.100 U/min 
 Maximum performance at a engine speed from 

1.450U/min 
 Maximum torque (1.450/rpm) 2370Nm 
 Optimum fuel consumption (g/kWh) 195 
 Fuel tank 950 litres 
 Oil change interval (motor) 250 h 
 Serial equipped with a reversal fan 
 Touchscreen and multifunctional joystick in-

tegrated in the arm rest 

Stepless gear box WVT 250  

Pump transfer gear 

Reversal fan serial 

Caterpillar motor C13 



 

Vision becomes reality! Agritechnica 2013 

 Caterpillar C15 motor — max. performance (Kw/HP) (ECE R24) 404/549 TIR 4 
interim 

 
 Rear PTO 1000 U/min  
 Rear power lift Kat 2  
 
 Tires serial     800/65 R 32 front  600/65 R28 rear 
 Tires optional   900/60 R38  front  710/60 R38 rear 
 
 Total length 6950mm 
 Width depending on tires  2950mm or   3180mm 
 Height depending on tires  3800mm or   3900mm 
 Clearance height depending on tires  450mm or     550mm                          
 
 Tires serial     800/65 R 32 front  600/65 R28 rear 
 Tires optional   900/60 R38  front  710/60 R38 rear 
 
 Net weight     11.600 kg 
 CAN BUS control 
 Panorama cabin 

Raptor 550 



Tel:  +49(0)2297/9088 20 
Fax: +49(0)2297/9088 10 
www.lacotec.de 
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LACOTEC GmbH 
Rodland 19 
D– 51580 Reichshof Erdingen 


